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. . a. forty.four.two-day.training.courses.for.foster.carers.and.associated.professionals.to.raise.
. . . awareness.of.CSE.and.child.trafficking.(see.point.8);
. . b. direct.work.with.88.looked.after.young.people.who.were.at.risk,.or.victims,.of.CSE.and/or.
. . . trafficking;.and
  c. sixteen.specialist.foster.placements.for.young.people.at.risk,.or.victims,.of.CSE.and/or.






























Evaluation approach and methodology
5. The.project.was.evaluated.by.the.International.Centre.for.the.Study.of.Sexually.Exploited.and.
. Trafficked.Young.People,.at.the.University.of.Bedfordshire ..The.main.aims.of.the.evaluation.were.to:
  a. use.findings.formatively.to.contribute.to.the.development.of.the.project.and.any.future.work;
  b. identify.outcomes.and.how.these.were.achieved;.and
  c. identify.the.potential.of.the.specialist.foster.placements.to.offer.a.cost-effective.and.safe.
. . . alternative.to.other.forms.of.local.authority.care.for.young.people.at.risk,.or.victims,.of.sexual.












Findings from the evaluation of the awareness raising training for foster 





























Overview of the specialist foster placements 
17.Within.the.Safe.Accommodation.Project.the.model.of.specialist.foster.care.comprised.five.key.
. elements:.
  a. a.trained.specialist.foster.carer;.
  b. planning.and.reviewing;.
  c. working.in.partnership;
  d. specialist.project.worker.support.for.the.young.person.and.foster.carer;.and.



























Specialist foster placements: outcomes
23. The.evaluation.tracked.a.series.of.outcomes.across.the.13.placements ..These.were:
  a. carers.aware.of.safety.strategies;.
  b. stable,.safe.accommodation;
  c. reduced.risk.of.going.missing;.
  d. increased.awareness.of.the.difference.between.healthy.and.exploitative.relationships;.
  e. increased.protective.factors.in.young.person’s.life;.
  f. recovery.from.abuse/exploitation.and.improved.well-being;.and.





















  a. Young.people.were.reported.to.be,.and.reported.themselves.to.feel,.safe.and.protected.from.
. . . exploitation.(see.section.7 .4);.
  b. Young.people’s.awareness.of.the.difference.between.exploitative.and.healthy.relationships.
. . . increased;.(see.section.7 .6);
  c. There.was.evidence.of.protective.factors.in.young.people’s.lives.e .g ..engagement.in.
. . . education,.development.of.hobbies.or.skills,.positive.friendships,.and.participation.in.decisions.
. . . that.affected.them.(see.section.7 .7);
  d. There.was.evidence.of.improvements.to.young.people’s.physical,.emotional.and.psychological.
. . . well-being.(see.section.7 .8) .
. In.seven.of.the.nine.stable.placements,.there.were.either.no.missing.episodes,.a.reduction.in.




























  a. Providing.positive.attention
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  b. Persisting.without.evidence.of.change
  c. Avoiding.escalation
  d. Helping.the.young.person.to.communicate
  e. Meeting.practical.needs
  f. Noticing.and.responding.to.emotional.needs
36.Safeguarding mechanisms:.Appropriate.sensitivity.to.risk
  a. Applying.boundaries.consistently
  b Disrupting.exploitation
  c. Making.it.harder.to.run.away
  d. Monitoring.risk
  e. Trusting.the.young.person.to.manage.risk
  f. Ongoing.vigilance
37.Child-centred mechanisms:.Working.from.the.young.person’s.perspective
  a. Therapeutic.outreach
  b. Making.sense.of.the.young.person’s.world
  c. Persistently.reaching.out.to.the.young.person
  d. Giving.the.young.person.control..
  e. Valuing.cultural.identities
38.Communication mechanisms:.Sensitive.communication
  a. Taking.opportunities.to.discuss.risk.in.everyday.life.
  b. Challenging.oppressive.assumptions
  c. Talking.frankly.and.openly
39.Relational/family mechanisms:.A.non-abusive.environment
  a. Being.included.in.everyday.family.life
  b. Modelling.healthy.relationships
  c. Facilitating.safe.friendships
40.Activity mechanisms:.Offering.viable.alternative.activity
  a. Offering.activities.to.promote.positive.self-esteem
  b. Occupying.spare.time.in.the.early.days.of.a.placement.
  c. Relieving.the.pressure.and.intensity.of.a.placement
  d. Building.relationships.through.doing.things.together
41.Advocacy mechanisms:.Representing.young.people
  a. Gate-keeping.and.brokering













44.Level of understanding of sexual exploitation/trafficking within multi-agency teams/
 professionals involved in young people’s lives..Levels.of.professional.understanding.of.child.
. sexual.exploitation.and.trafficking.clearly.affected.placement.outcomes ..A.lack.of.agreement.
. between.professionals.about.risk.was.particularly.problematic.in.placements.that.broke.down.quickly .
















48.Young person’s strength of attachment to friends/family/communities that present a risk...
. A.young.person’s.strong.attachment.to.risky.environments.was.particularly.challenging.if.the.
. specialist.foster.home.was.close.by.and.young.people.were.struggling.to.build.relationships.with.
. their.foster.carers ..Moving.between.care.placements.can.be.very.destabilising ..For.young.people.at.
. risk.of.sexual.exploitation.in.particular,.the.people.and.places.they.felt.anchored.to.were.often.
. considered.to.be.problematic.by.professionals.in.their.lives .




. placement.lasted ..Consequently.the.evaluation.employed.a.‘break-even’.analysis.approach .






























  a. Specialist.placements.are.likely.to.be.most.successful.and.cost.effective.when.young.people.
. . . are.ready,.willing.and.able.to.engage.in.them,.regardless.of.their.level.of.risk ...
  b. In.light.of.‘pull.factors’.drawing.them.away.from.safe.environments,.specialist.foster.care.
. . . must.give.sexually.exploited.and/or.trafficked.young.people.a.reason.to.stay.and.invest.in.a.
. . . placement ..
  c. Positive.trusting.relationships.within.a.specialist.foster.placement.underpin.all.wider.
. . . attempts.and.strategies.to.improve.a.sexually.exploited.and/or.trafficked.young.person’s.
. . . safety.and.well-being ..
  d. Safety.is.multi-faceted ..It.takes.time.to.progress.from.short-term.physical.safety.to.medium-
. . . term.relational.security.(positive.trusting.relationships),.and.then.long-term.recovery ..
  e. A.shared,.multi-agency.approach.is.crucial.to.the.effective.use.of.safeguarding.measures.to.
. . . protect.sexually.exploited.and/or.trafficked.young.people.from.exploitation ..
  f. Where.effective.multi-agency.partnerships.are.not.present,.the.model.of.specialist.foster.
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. . . carers.and.project.workers.can.act.as.a.buffer.against.poor.practice.and.continue.to.create.a.
. . . safe.environment ..
55. The.model.of.specialist.foster.care.was.revised.in.light.of.the.key.contexts.and.mechanisms.of.
. change.identified.in.the.evaluation,.and.the.theories.of.change.above ..This.revised.model.can.be.
. found.in.section.11 .7.of.the.full.evaluation.report .
















































  a. to.improve.front-line.practice.through.flexible,.sensitive.intervention.with.children.at.high.risk;.
  b. to.build.capacity/expertise.within.the.sector.so.that.responses.are.better.informed.and.
. . . sustainably.improved;.and





























. . Sexual exploitation of children and young people under 18 involves exploitative situations, 
  contexts and relationships where young people (or a third person or persons) receive 
  ‘something’ (e.g. food, accommodation, drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, affection, gifts, money) as a 
  result of them performing, and/or another or others performing on them, sexual activities. Child 
  sexual exploitation can occur through the use of technology without the child’s immediate 
  recognition; for example being persuaded to post sexual images on the Internet/mobile phones 
  without immediate payment or gain. In all cases, those exploiting the child/young person have 
  power over them by virtue of their age, gender, intellect, physical strength and/or economic or 
  other resources. Violence, coercion and intimidation are common, involvement in exploitative 
  relationships being characterised in the main by the child or young person’s limited availability of 
  choice resulting from their social/economic and/or emotional vulnerability.
Young.people.have.offered.their.own.definition.of.CSE.as.the.following ..
  Someone taking advantage of you sexually for their own benefit. Through threats, bribes, 
  violence, humiliation, or by telling you that they love you, they will have the power to get you to 
  do sexual things for their own, or other people’s benefit or enjoyment (including: touching or 
  kissing private parts, sex, taking sexual photos)..3
3..As.defined.by.the.Young.Women’s.Group,.New.Horizons:.2008.(NIA.project.and.Children’s.Society) 


































































































	 	 (a) “Trafficking of persons” shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or 
   receipt of persons, by means of the threat of or use of force or other forms of coercion, of 
   abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of 
   the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having 
   control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a 
   minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, 
   forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of 
   organs.
	 	 (b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploitation set forth in 
   sub-paragraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in 
   subparagraph (a) have been used.
	 	 (c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of a child for the purpose of 
   exploitation shall be considered “trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve any of 
   the means set forth in sub-paragraph (a) of this article.































































































1.3 Other relevant terminology within the 
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Chapter 2: The.Safe.Accommodation.Project



















1. Direct work with 88 young people.at.risk,.or.victims,.of.sexual.exploitation.and/or.trafficking.who.
. were.in.local.authority.(LA).foster.or.residential.care ..9.
2. Forty four two-day training courses for local authority (LA) foster carers and associated 
 professionals.to.raise.awareness.of.the.issues.of.CSE.and.trafficking.and.how.to.provide.safe.
. accommodation ..
3. Specialist foster placements.for.young.people.at.risk,.or.victims,.of.sexual.exploitation.and/or.

























































































































Description of data collected Tools
Direct work with 
106 young people
Not.evaluated
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Finally,.each.young.person.was.given.a.£10.high.street.shopping.voucher.for.each.interview.they.
participated.in,.and.was.sent.a.short.summary.of.the.research.findings.after.the.project.ended .












3.8 Structure of the rest of the report
Pre-evaluation consultation with young people
. •. Chapter 4.presents.the.findings.of.a.pre-evaluation.consultation.report.with.sexually.exploited..
. . and/or.trafficked.young.people.in.care,.that.was.undertaken.to.inform.the.development.of.the.
. . project .
Evaluation of the training strand of the project
. •. Chapter 5.reports.on.findings.from.the.evaluation.of.the.training.strand.of.the.Safe.
. . Accommodation.Project,.which.saw.663.LA.foster.carers.and.associated.professionals.trained.in.
. . CSE,.trafficking.and.safe.accommodation ..
Evaluation of the specialist foster placement strand of the project
. •. Chapter 6.offers.an.overview.of.the.specialist.foster.placement.strand.of.the.Safe.
. . Accommodation.Project ..This.covers.the.placement.model,.challenges.in.delivering.the.target.
. . number.of.placements,.and.the.risk.profile.and.vulnerabilities.of.the.young.people.who.were.
. . placed ..




. . and.improved.well-being;.and.the.quality.of.relationships.built.with.specialist.foster.carer(s) .
. •. Chapter 8.identifies.the.most.significant.mechanisms.of.change.that.were.active.in.specialist.
. . placements.to.produce.positive.outcomes.for.young.people .
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. •. Chapter 9.reports.on.the.key.contexts.that.enabled.or.undermined.the.support.offered.to.young.
. . people.through.the.specialist.placements ..
. •. Chapter 10.analyses.and.reports.on.the.cost.effectiveness.of.the.specialist.placements ...
. •. Chapter 11.summarises.the.evaluation.of.the.specialist.placements.by.presenting.six.theories.
. . of.change.that.are.then.used.to.refine.the.original.placement.model.in.light.of.what.was.learned.
. . through.the.evaluation ..
Conclusion
. •. Chapter 12.draws.together.the.key.findings.to.consider.whether.the.Safe.Accommodation.
. . Project.achieved.an.overall.improvement.in.front-line.safeguarding.practice,.and.a.reduction.of.
. . the.risk.of.CSE.and.trafficking.for.young.people .
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Chapter 4: Pre-Evaluation.Consultation.with.
...................Young.People.
4.1 Overview and methodology of 
































4.2 Findings from the pre-evaluation 







  It’s like they say you can go somewhere but you have to be back at a certain time and that time 
  will be stupid. Stupid! And I wouldn’t come back at that time and before you know it the police 
  start looking for you. It’s like it doesn’t make sense – yeah. And then I think you’re basically 
  wasting police time out looking for me, and I’m perfectly fine. Obviously I understand that they 






  She (foster carer) didn't say  ‘Stop’. She didn’t care to be honest. If I went missing, she’d say 
  ‘Where you been?’ I’d say ‘Out’ and that would be it. She never asked any more questions. 
  She should have convinced me not to, asked me ‘What’s up?’ Sat me down, asked me if I was 
  alright, but she never did. She could have welcomed me back or something, or sat me down 






  I feel very angry. I feel very sad. And I feel I been in prison, you know, prison? Because not 
  allowed for go out, not allowed mobile phone. Not talk to friends a lot, not see friend. I feel I 
  been in prison (Mai, 17).
  Now I’m surprised that I was going out at this time and I didn’t come home for ten hours. So 
  right now it is different. Right now I have to be home at six but when I was 11 and a half I was 




  First of all she (foster carer) didn’t like the fact that I wasn’t a virgin. She was not happy with 
  that, definitely not happy with that! My social worker said, ‘and she’s sexually active’. (Acting as 
  her carer with a disgusted face) – ‘How old is she again?’ (Laughs) she was like, ‘14’. She said 
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  ‘Oh my God!’ She wasn’t happy about that. She didn’t want me to do anything! I was thinking 




  She (foster carer) came to my room and told me I didn’t need to cry. She asked me if I wanted 






. . When I come here first time, I think for lunch, and I feel hungry. And Ruth (foster carer) make me 
  sandwich, and I very surprised, ‘cause I live with Helen, Helen never do that for me. But when I 
  come here Ruth make me sandwich and I feel very happy. And I feel her very good people. I feel 




. . I got through school in one piece, that’s one. I got into college. I picked a college far away from 
  people I didn’t like so that I couldn’t – yeah. I don’t go out as much as I used to, and if I do I say 
  where I’m going and stuff like that. Yeah. I take precautions with my sex life and stuff (Marsha, 16).
10 The.young.people’s.advice.to.carers.was.to.listen.to.young.people,.to.not.judge.them.and.to.give.
. them.space .
  Give them space, and if they think that something’s going on, let the foster daughter/son talk to 
  them when they want to. Don’t pressurise them. Do it at their own speed (Kelly, 16).
  Show them that you’re there for them, by listening if they want to speak. If someone says 
  ‘Don’t do this’ then it makes you want to do it more to prove them wrong. So work with them, 











































5.2 Methodology for evaluating the












5.3 Key findings from the evaluation of 




























Year 1 Year 2 Total
Courses delivered 22 22 44
Total number trained 330 333 663
Number of evaluation forms not completed 15 19 34
Total number of evaluation forms 315 314 629
Local.Authority.(LA).foster.carers 111 206 317
Barnardo’s.foster.carers. 23 12 35
Total foster carers 134 218 352
Professionals.who.support.foster.carers. 122 49 171
Residential.accommodation.professionals. 24 22 46
Other.associated.professionals 35 25 60
Total other professionals 181 96 277















Primary/secondary carer Primary.carer 49
Secondary.carer 4













The level the training was pitched at 96%
The balance between taught elements and activities 92%
Presentation style of the facilitators 99%
The materials and handouts available 99%
All aspects 61%
Most aspects 27%
A few aspects 12%
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young.people.become.trafficked,.at.just.13.per.cent .















Number of young 
people
Respondents who reported 
having supported or cared for this 
number of young people at risk, 
or victims, of CSE
Respondents who reported 
having supported or cared for this 
number of young people at risk, 



































Outcome 1 CSE/trafficking as a child 
protection issue
29 96 15 94
Outcome 2 How children and young 
people become sexually 
exploited/trafficked and the 
support they need
22 95 13 93
Outcome 3 How children and young 
people are affected by CSE /
trafficking and the behaviours 
they may present
29 95 18 93
Outcome 4 The specific risks which may 
present for children and young 
people who are sexually 
exploited/trafficked whilst in 
safe accommodation
22 94 15 93
Outcome 5 The need for multiagency 
working and the additional 
support needs of young 
people and carers
34 96 28 96









































































. . I don’t know enough about the subjects and I haven’t any experience with anybody who has 
  been through these experiences.
As.might.be.expected,.82.per.cent.of.the.answers.given.by.foster.carers.reporting.quite.or.very.high.
confidence.after.the.training.attributed.this.to.knowledge.gained.from.the.course ..
  Feeling empowered since enrolling on this course. Feel I can identify the vulnerabilities and risks 






















  Many years of experience with young people involved with CSE but not in trafficking, however, 







  I feel I have learned a great deal but equally I feel that these areas in particular require 
  experience in order to be confident in helping children and young people who have been 
  through either ordeal.
  I am slightly confident now as I have knowledge of the trafficked/exploited children but I would 
  not feel able to foster them as it would require too much of a change to my present role.
  As I have never been involved in these sorts of cases I do not feel ‘very confident’ but this 




Impact of training on increasing the potential pool of specialist foster carers
Foster.carers.who.responded.to.the.online.survey.were.asked.how.far.they.agreed.with.the.statement:.
‘Going on the training made me more likely to consider fostering a young person who has been sexually 
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Figure 6:.Foster.carers'.responses.to.the.statement.‘Going on the training made 
                me more likely to consider fostering a child who has been sexually 


























  I watch now for signs that previously I may have missed.
2 Having.better.understanding.–.13.per.cent.of.answers ..
  The training opened my eyes to issues I hadn’t previously thought about. I have a child in my 
  care that was exploited and I feel the training gave me a much better insight to the problem.
3 Greater.confidence.to.care.for.young.people.(8.per.cent.of.answers)
  After the training I felt justified in my safe care policy regarding access to mobile phones and 
  internet and in the work I had already done with a child placed in my care, despite her social 
  worker’s objections.
4 Having.the.tools.to.manage.risk.more.effectively.(8.per.cent.of.answers)
  I am more aware of the need to protect my vulnerable placements by ensuring their exact 
  whereabouts, contact arrangements and involving other agencies if I have concerns.
5 Being.more.sensitive.to.a.young.person’s.needs,.feelings.and.experiences.(8.per.cent.of.answers)
  After the course I looked after a 15 year old girl who was being trafficked by a 34 year old male 
  and understood that part of the girl’s behaviour was controlled by the male, therefore I could try 










useful,.from.a.range.of.options ..The.option.most.often.identified.was.‘Meeting trainers who had 
experience working with young people who had been sexually exploited or trafficked’.(24.per.cent) ..
This.was.followed.by.‘Being trained about grooming power and control’.(20.per.cent).and.then.‘Hearing 
about the effects of sexual exploitation and trafficking on young people and their particular vulnerabilities’.
and.‘Reflecting on case studies about young people who have been trafficked/sexually exploited’.(both.
at.13.per.cent) ..
When.asked.to.identify.the.aspect.of.the.training.they.found.least.useful,.49.per.cent.of.respondents.
chose.‘None’ ..This.was.followed.by.‘Reflecting on the training by doing group exercises’.(14.per.cent).
and.‘Meeting other people on the course’.(11.per.cent) ..
When.asked.to.recall.one.or.two.things.that.had.stayed.with.them.since.doing.the.training,.respondents.
identified.the.following.themes


















  After I have finished the training I am more confident to care for a young person who has been 
  trafficked or sexually assaulted so no.
  I have felt for some time that I would like to be more proactively engaged in helping this 
  particular group of young people.
Seventeen.foster.carers.reported.that.the.potential.risks.to.themselves,.their.children,.or.other.children.
in.their.care.would.make.them.hesitant ..
  I still have my own teenage boys living at home so it’s not something I would consider at the 
  moment because of all the safeguarding issues.

















                in.their.knowledge.and.understanding.of.CSE.outcomes.six.months.
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Figure 8:.Percentage.of.respondents.who.had.maintained.or.increased.confidence.
                in.their.knowledge.and.understanding.of.trafficking.outcomes.six.





                in.their.ability.to.support.or.care.for.a.sexually.exploited.or.trafficked.
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Chapter 6: Overview.of.Specialist.Foster.
...................Placements
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6.3 Challenges to recruiting carers and 


















  It was just a bit scary at first – could I do something like that? Do you know what I mean? I was 
  thinking the worst. I was thinking of a child who would be hard to manage, would be out all hours
  – sounds like Rhiannon! Who would be quite cheeky, stealing – Rhiannon doesn’t steal – not 
  trustworthy, answering back, drinking, smoking. But Rhiannon’s not scary. Overall it’s not the 




























6.4 Profile of the young people referred to 






















































































When Linh was 15, her father discovered he had cancer and decided that Linh should be adopted 
by a woman he had met in Taiwan. The step-mother held Linh’s travel documents and flew her to 
Thailand, to Russia, and then to Germany. She spent six weeks in a house in Germany with other 
Vietnamese people where she witnessed tired looking young women being brought in and out 
of the house, and older women being tied down and raped by men who came to the house. Linh 
was told that her step-mother and some other men were running a prostitution business, and 
that she owed her step-mother £10,000 for the cost of being transported from Vietnam.
Linh was then illegally transported to the UK in the back of a truck. She was sexually abused by 
two men en-route, and contracted a sexually transmitted infection as a result. When she arrived 
in England she was taken to a house and told she had to work as a prostitute to pay back her 
step-mother. Linh managed to escape by stealing some money and getting on a bus. She was 
eventually noticed looking very distressed in a bus shelter, and was taken to social services.
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Case Study 2:.Sexual.Exploitation
Lizzie was sexually abused from an early age by a schedule one offender who was a friend of her 
Mum’s and often stayed in the home. She was introduced to cannabis by a boyfriend when she 
was 11 and was soon drawn into dealing, and using harder drugs. By the time she was 12 she 
was regularly missing from school and from home. She was taken into care and continued to go 
missing for four or five days at a time. After some time she explained to her social worker that 
she survived when missing by swapping sex for somewhere to stay and the drugs she was given 
by older men. On one occasion she was found dressed in only a long T-shirt and boots by the 
police, with no recollection of where she had been the night before. When she was 13 it became 
known that naked images of Lizzie were circulating on the internet without her knowledge. 
At around the same time her foster carer had walked into her room to find an indecent image of 
a man live on her webcam. This male was later found to have sent Lizzie 455 text messages in 
the space of two days.
As a result of her ongoing missing episodes and constant involvement with the police, Lizzie was 
placed into a residential unit thirty miles from her home. She went to visit her Mum and found 
that her bed had been removed from the house. Her mum did not make contact with Lizzie for 
some months after this visit. Lizzie went missing for eight days from the residential unit, and 
was only found when she arrived at the local hospital having been beaten up by her boyfriend. 
She was 14 at this point, and her social worker began filling out paperwork to refer her to secure 
accommodation.
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7.3 Were specialist foster carers aware of 





















  The training we have received has covered all aspects of e-safety, sexual health, risk taking 
  activities, alcohol and drug abuse and is far more in depth than the usual training (Email from 
  specialist foster carers).
  They recognise all the indicators themselves. They knew better how the police system works 
  with children missing from home and it might have taken me 45 minutes in a supervision to get 











  I speak to her (Barnardo’s fostering social worker) once or twice a week when Rhiannon is 
  missing. Sometimes it’s just dilemmas and I just call up to check I’m doing the right thing. Issues 





  Because Barnardo’s have weekly meetings they all know your case. They let you vent, they give 
  you ideas (Specialist foster carer).
  I send a text to my social worker, within five minutes she phones me back and I have lots of 
  support. If I ask for anything, I’ve got it, you know? So they’re there for us and that’s good. So it 














behaviour ..For.further.discussion.of.safety.strategies.see.section.9 .4 .
7.4 Did the specialist placements provide 




























































Placement Placement history in 12 months 





Post placement pattern up to 
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Placement Placement history in 12 months 





Post placement pattern up to 













































  We’ve been told that we’re a success story because the kids haven’t run, haven’t wanted to, and 
  haven’t been taken. When new Vietnamese kids arrive, they want them to be able to come here 









  The risk has certainly reduced by virtue of not being around other young people in a social 
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  We haven’t managed to make Emily realise what risk is and how to keep herself out of risk. Does 
  that make sense? I feel as if that’s a bit of a contradiction, because Alison (specialist foster carer) 
  has kept her safe, but I don’t think we’ve got through to Emily (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
  She is able to tell you about the risk and how she should manage those risks in terms of CSE 
  and about men, these ‘bad men’. She is able to reflect that to you if you ask her about it, so 
  that’s knowledge that she’s gained. However, we’ve not got to the bit where she’s putting that 







  Yes, I think location, taking her away from everything that she knew allowed her to step back and 
  reflect on what her behaviours were, what was happening and what it was leading to…She’s 
  not displayed any periods where she’s gone missing, she’s not decided to seek out the Facebook 
  or internet. Helena’s (specialist foster carer) been working with her on relationships and all 
  around the issues and things, to give her an understanding of it all, which I think has given her 
  an insight into why we were all worried (LA social worker for Briony). 
In.these.nine.specialist.placements.young.people.reported.feeling.safe,.and.positive.trusting.relationships.
with.specialist.foster.carers.appeared.to.be.key.to.this.safety ....
  Every day she talk to me (specialist foster carer), she really interested in me, and what can I eat. 
  She take me to Vietnamese food, and she buy for me. And I feel different. I feel safe. I feel – um, 
  not scared before (Linh).
  I feel really safe. I’m protected by three boys and Sally! And the dog! Well I’ll know that, like, 
  they’ll protect me and keep me safe and everything and nothing’ll happen to me (Shauna).
  It’s more safety. Like back then I’d walk out, be gone for about four days, so now it’s more 
  safety, people ask me where I’m going (Briony).
  It’s very peaceful because we live in the middle of nowhere. It’s safe. and again because I’ve 















  Yeah, I do think it is a safe and stable placement and that’s because the foster carer is 
  very experienced, she’s done the sexual exploitation training, she’s able to open dialogue 
  with Emily about these issues, which is something that’s been absent before, because it’s 
  ‘shameful’ (LA social worker).
However.the.project.worker.disagreed.in.light.of.the.heavily.urban.location.of.Emily’s.placement.
and.her.contact.with.risky.adults .
  She’s been placed from quite a remote area into a placement that is down the road from a 
  train station and she’s straightaway told people where she is and where she lives, so it’s 









  She’s got the trust and the loving relationship at the foster carers'… they’ve supported her 







  She remains incredibly high risk, and she is so vulnerable… I can’t sit here and say things have 
  got better in any way for her or she’s safer than she was, because she’s not (Barnardo’s fostering 
  social worker).
For.further.information.on.the.context.of.this.placement.see.case.study.5 .
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7.5 Were young people at reduced risk of 























  o. Four.trafficking.placements.saw.no.young.person.re-trafficked.and.only.two.missing.
   episodes,.which.involved.young.people.returning.home.late
. . o. Two.CSE.placements.saw.a.reduction.in.the.number.of.missing.episodes.compared.to.the.
. . . previous.six.months.
. . o. One.CSE.placement.saw.a.young.person.go.missing.once.in.six.months,.and.only.for.a.few.
. . . hours
• Six.CSE.placements.saw.no.real.change.in.patterns.of.going.missing.that.put.young.people.at.risk
. . o. Three.placements.saw.no.change,.where.young.people.had.previously.gone.missing.
. . . frequently ..These.were.all.short-term.placements,.two.of.which.broke.down.because.of.
. . . persistent.missing.episodes
. . o. One.placement.saw.a.young.woman.continue.to.go.missing.frequently,.despite.her.placement.
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. . . being.positive.and.stable
. . o. One.placement.saw.an.increase.in.missing.episodes.over.a.long.period.of.time,.and.ultimately.




  Danielle was a young person that went missing very, very frequently and she was only reported 
  missing I think once in the whole placement and that’s quite a big thing (LA social worker). 
Similarly,.Briony.had.frequently.gone.missing.in.her.previous.placements,.while.in.contrast.she.had.only.
been.missing.twice.in.the.eight.months.she.was.in.a.specialist.placement .
  She wasn't in the (previous) placement at all in the eight days, she went home for a little bit and 
  then disclosed to the carer, whilst missing she’d taken drugs, stolen and she’d had sex with 
  people in return for accommodation and drugs (LA social worker).
  I used to be on the run like every day. I used to think ‘Just do it, you only live once’. Now I’d think 
  ‘I’ve got a bed in there! I ‘aint got a bed out there!’ Or ‘It’s warm in here, and I got dinner sitting 


















. . We really had to persuade her (Linh) that he (the friend) hadn’t run away – he didn’t take 
  his phone charger! The kids have to be told so many times to be careful, watch for the 























  I do worry about her a lot and her persistent missing; I feel it’s only a matter of time before 
  something really serious happens to her. But then on the other hand, it has been a very 
  stabilising factor in her chaotic life and in her mind, she knows that John and Anne will be 
  there no matter what. You can’t buy that, you can’t bottle that and that’s one thing that a 


















  And I mean disastrous. ‘Cause she would meet other young people like herself, and she’d 
  go from bad to worse, 100%, if she went to a semi-independent. She would be in their 















7.6 Did young people improve their 
      awareness of the difference between 























  I think she understands now that there’s a difference between close friends and people you just 
  talk to who you wouldn’t really go anywhere with (Specialist foster carer).
  I think if I got internet back now, yeah I have changed, but I probably would go and text a boy, 
  ‘How you doing sunshine? You’re fit’ – like you do – ‘Do you wanna meet up?’ I wouldn’t say 
  ‘Do you wanna meet up’, but it would increase to that wouldn’t it? Then you do the wrong stuff, 
  have a snog, do little doings of stuff, and it’s like if Helena (foster carer) weren’t here, I would 
  have done that (Briony).
  There were some very clear examples of times when Shauna had responded in really positive 
  ways to keep herself safe. So as an example, somebody had contacted Shauna via the internet, 
  and the carer had found the chat log and Shauna had responded to that person, ‘I’m 13, you 
  know that I’m younger and you know you shouldn’t be contacting me’ and then she’d ended that 
  conversation (Barnardo’s project worker). 
  I always used to think it was my fault; I wasn’t good enough and stuff like that. I used to, like, 








  It’s just so individual. I’ve been working with some young people for over a year now, we’ve still 
  not covered some really important key work because it’s just taking it at their pace and looking 
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  at their retention and processing and exploring all the peripheral issues around relationships in a 
  third person kind of way, before they’re able to share maybe some of their own experiences and 








  I try to remind her that, here, everyone is equal. She says at home the boys are in charge, and 
  the girls are in the home and she was not born in the city, she was born by the river, she is poor. 
  So she thinks she’s no one. I say, ‘No, you’ve been here long enough now to know – it doesn’t 
  matter where you were born. You don’t let anybody make you feel like you’re worthless’. A few 
  weeks ago a Vietnamese boy asked her out and she said no, and he asked to speak to me, and 
  I heard her telling him ‘No, Mum says I’m equal and I’ve said no’ and I was cheering when she 
  got off the phone. If she can do that with him, she can do it with someone else. So she is turning 




  The work that’s been done by (the project worker) isn’t going to have an impact in a couple of 
  months. It needs to have a longer time really, that’s my view about it. Shauna is continuing to 
  engage in what we consider risky relationships and although she can give the right responses 
  to people about what are healthy relationships, she doesn’t follow through with her actions 
  (LA social worker). 
Even.though.Rhiannon’s.placement.ultimately.broke.down,.she.did.develop.a.positive.relationship.with.
her.project.worker.over.many.months.and.a.greater.understanding.of.risk.and.sexual.exploitation.as.
a.result.of.this.work ..However.her.project.worker.remarked.that.‘I don’t feel she has the ability and 













  Hayley opened up to Tina; she’s disclosed things that happened to her when she was younger 
  and while she’s been part of this gang. She said to Tina she’s over the moon that her boyfriend 
  put her in hospital because she wouldn’t be where she is now. She’s kind of separating the old 
  Hayley and saying this is the new Hayley. She had a phone and there were thousands of people 
  on Facebook, she’s got rid of that and she’s only accepting people that she knows now and 




7.7 Was there evidence of increased 
      protective factors in young people’s 




























  She’s engaging well with everything. Her levels have come up for her English and reading, 
  they’ve noticed a significant improvement, it’s like two years for her reading that’s increased 















  The first time I came here I had not used a computer. I didn’t know how to do cook, how to do make 
  up…Everything I have learned here. I didn’t know how to write, how to count – nothing (Linh).
These.skills.were.also.seen.as.part.of.the.safeguarding.process,.as.a.Barnardo’s.counsellor.explained.
about.her.work.with.Thien .
  I worked with her through storytelling and narratives and how you can save up and then get 
  something and not get into debt or if you buy things out of catalogues, that you end up paying a 
  lot more and that kind of stuff. I think if she gets into debt that will make her more vulnerable for 




















  I feel a lot of love in class. I get on well with a lot of people, and they are close to me. They make 
  things for me from their country, prepare and bring things for me, and even sometimes buy











  We’ve got to know them personally, we know their homes, know their carers, picked her up, 




  She’s kind of out of the area, which is a bit lonely, that’s how I let her friends come from school 
  and have overnight stays (Specialist foster carer).
  Tina (foster carer) has more positive influences in the village so she’s got Hayley some friends 
  and what have you, because she’s a 17 year old and she didn’t want her feeling totally cut off 
  (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
Nevertheless.these.young.people.could.still.feel.isolated.as.a.result.of.the.location.of.their.foster.home,.
or.the.measures.put.in.place.to.keep.them.safe ..
  I need more friends. They live really far from me, and if I go there I have to come back home. I 
  can’t sleep there, so really sad about that (Linh).
  I can’t speak to me mam ‘cause I don’t have a phone so I just feel, like, on my own. Like if I need 
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  When she goes down there, – because a lot of her friends live there and it’s only down the road 
  from where she’s living now – that’s when we get a lot of these behaviours like going and 
  smoking cannabis, getting drunk, misbehaving, meeting up with people off the internet, that’s 
  where those sorts of behaviours are happening (Barnardo’s fostering social worker for Shauna).
  Rhiannon goes back to that area, that’s her roots, her home, you’re never going to cut ties with 
  that area. But within that area there’s a whole network of people that are quite dangerous, that 
  she’s known all her life. Some of those girls who are known to be involved (with CSE), she sees 
  them almost more like sisters than friends (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
For.these.young.people.there.was.potentially.a.real.cost.in.heeding.messages.about.risk ..Briony,.for.
example,.anticipated.feeling.lonely.when.she.returned.to.the.area.she.was.originally.from ..
  ‘Cause most of my friends then were all weed addicts ‘cause that’s what I was into. And when I 
  go back there, I think ‘I’m not going to have any friends’. But I’d rather have no friends and family, 











  From talking to Rhiannon she felt very much like professionals were doing things to her, asking 
  things of her and that she had no control over anything. So I wanted to give her a little bit of 
  control back and enable her to maybe pick and choose who she wanted to work with really 
  (Barnardo’s project worker).
Similarly,.Hayley.was.asked.if.she.would.like.to.chair.her.own.LAC.review.at.the.start.of.her.specialist.
placement .
  I think it gave her the control. She’s had people that have taken control over her life for so many 
  years and it gave her the control, and it just shows where her confidence levels were as well 
  because there were a few of us there (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
Overall,.Linh.felt.that.she.had.far.more.control.of.her.life.than.she.had.ever.had.previously .
  I feel I have freedom in here. I can speak what I am thinking. Yeah, and I can do what I want, but 













  When she was able to speak in her own language she was very talkative and quite excitable and 
  so on, and normally she’s very quiet and very dignified, and it really made me realise how 
  important it is for her to be able to speak in her first language (Barnardo’s project worker).
Despite.the.efforts.made.to.elicit.young.people’s.opinions,.it.was.inevitable.that.for.some,.their.wishes.
could.not.be.met.because.of.wider.concerns.about.their.ongoing.safety .
  Sometimes it’s not very easy if you ask them for things, you don’t get it all the time. It’s at their 
  discretion really. It’s very hard to get anything from them. Like security and a lot of meetings, 
  that troubles my life. When you ask for more freedom you don’t get it easily, you don’t get it at 
  all (Clarisse).
  I wouldn't be here if they respected my choices, I would be in (home town) nonstop (Danielle).
7.8 Did young people’s health and
      well-being improve, and was there 
      evidence of recovery from abuse? 
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counselling.may.be.unfamiliar.to.separated.and.trafficked.young.people.(Chase.et.al .,.2008),.and.this.
was.borne.out.in.interviews ..
. . Now I think I a bit more grown up, so I need think about life in here, not about before, because 
  it not help me. They push me to go to the doctors to sort out, to talk to them about it. The social 
  worker said that as well. I said I don't want to. A little bit freedom, give me friends, that's what I 
  need (Linh).
  Thien didn't like me asking questions, which was fine. She said ‘I don't like anyone who asks 
  lots of questions’, that was something she made quite clear from the outset. It was difficult 
  initially; she didn't greet me with open arms. But on the other hand she didn't say she didn't 
  want to see me, so it was treading eggshells to start with whilst I was trying to build this 









  We had referred Emily to CAMHS because we could see there were psychological issues. She 
  wasn't externalising her behaviour but we could see the indicators that she felt different. She 
  needed some intervention really and there was a long waiting list and unfortunately by the time 
  the referral became active, which is only recently, her behaviour had already started to deteriorate 











  Considering where she came from, and everyone knew where she came from – no one checked 
  her out. She could have been pregnant. She’d picked up Chlamydia. If we hadn’t picked that up, 
  she could have ended up not being able to have kids (Linh’s specialist foster carer).
For.other.young.people.their.foster.home.meant.being.well-fed ..Shauna.explained.that.breakfast.was.











  I’m not gonna say I’ll get caught by police but I think I could do it now, do you get what I mean? 









  If I look at Thien now and what she was like when she first came, she was very, very shy, very 
  timid, very fearful, emotionally she was crying all the time and just wanted to, she’d lock herself, 
  not physically lock but she’d spend most of her time in her bedroom and things like that. I look at 
  her now – we went to a party we got invited to and she’s singing on the karaoke and she’s the 
  centre of attention and she’s just so confident and outgoing (Specialist foster carer).
Similarly.as.Linh’s.specialist.foster.carers.praised.her.efforts.with.school.work.and.encouraged.her.to.
take.control.rather.than.give.up,.she.had.become.much.more.resilient.to.challenges .
  She would be in tears over 96 per cent. It was the end of the world, but that’s changed in the 
  last few months. She gets that things are harder for her, and that it’s good to improve (Specialist 




  I think it’s something horrible, I can’t remember now, because my life really happy now! Before I 
  think never I could forget something really bad, but it gone a little bit (Linh).







  In the end you feel like you are really tight. Things tighten on me. You feel worse than that. Being 
  directed in everything, there is a reason you can’t do it that way, and a reason you should do it 
  this way (Clarisse).
  I know I’m trafficked, everywhere go I look carefully. Why you tie me too tight? I’m more crazy 
  now than I was before (Linh).
They.both.expressed.finding.it.very.difficult.to.be.faced.with.a.lot.of.meetings.and.different.professionals.
when.they.first.arrived,.and.that.this.was.a.real.source.of.anxiety.and.stress ..
  At first it’s hard, very very big change from where I’ve come from. I never thought such a change 
  would happen in my life. To have to be confronted with all this, the police, the security services, 
  authorities, social services. Maybe, I can understand they are trying to do their job, it’s their job 
  to come in and help you and everything, and it’s appreciated. But I think it would be even better 
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Dead end – that’s what I thought my life 
was till I came to Helena’s. ‘Cause I was in 
the dealing business and all that.
I was free to an extent but sometimes it was too 
much free if you get what I mean? The door would 
be open; I could walk out of it. And even if I did 
walk out of it I didn’t get punishment. 
I did stuff like go and meet people that 
I shouldn’t of… that’s what I did with 
my phone.
In my past life I was too busy 
doing weed and all of that, and I 
didn’t care about my birthday.
  if they could do it from a step back, behind the scenes and explain it to you well – telling you 
  what they want to do, but not holding you – saying ‘This and this and this’ and then you feel like 
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I hated nerds and now I think ‘Oh, I’m a 
nerd’. You know the holiday we just had? 
I sort of missed school a bit. Don’t tell 
anyone, but I did!
I think I’m heading in the right direction.
I’m not as nervous like I used to be, like 
when you get that knock on the door 
and you think ‘Oh shit, is that police? 
Let’s just hide that ounce of weed’.
Saying ‘No’ to like, let’s say you met someone 
off the internet, you never met them, they go 
‘Let’s meet in a pub’ and it’s like nine o'clock at 
night. Like back then I would have been ‘Yeah all 
right’ but now I’d be like, ‘Mate it’s nine o'clock 
at night, I don't know who you are’.
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7.9 Did young people develop positive 
      relationships with their specialist
      foster carers?

















almost.instantly.‘got.on’.with.their.carers ...This.was.true.of.Hayley,.who.said.that.Tina.was.‘just a lovely 
woman and I respect her’ ..She.explained.that.if.she.was.ever.told.she.had.to.leave.Tina’s.house.she.
would.live.locally.‘just in case Tina needs any support when she’s older and I can help her with anything’ ..
Similarly,.both.Shauna.and.Briony.had.felt.comfortable.with.their.carers.very.quickly .
  She’s very, very happy, she’s expressed how happy she is living with Sally and James and their 
  family. She scored it a six, being the highest that it could be, comparing it to her previous 
  placement as zero where she felt that the carer and her, they just didn't fit together, they didn't 
  understand each other (Barnardo’s project worker for Shauna).
  Helena’s a part of my life now, like I feel I love her! Do you get how that is? Not as a mum but 
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her.foster.placement.she.was.anxious.and.scared.because.her.foster.father.reminded.her.of.men.she.
had.encountered.when.being.transported.across.Europe .
  The first time I came I really worry ‘Is this family the same as before?’ I remember I sat here 
  and I looked around and felt really nervous, worried. And my social worker says ‘Are you ok?’ and 
  I say, ‘I ok’ but in my mind I never say that. Yes, I worry, I scared. When my Dad come home I 
  worry as well. I say ‘Oh! Big Boy!’ Because my Dad really big and tall. Make me remember 
  some bad boy. Yes I fear, but I don’t tell anyone. I nearly cry, but I tell myself ‘Don’t cry’. So I just 
  sit here…At first I scared because my Dad doesn’t say anything and I not talk to him because 
  my English not enough to talk anything. So I really scared. But when I stay for a few days I feel 
  he really gentle – different. Same body but different, um, different feeling or something. Not the 
  same. He acts gentle, like a baby, not like a man. He understands, and explain something really 
  gentle not like a man, some horrible man in Russia (Linh).
By.the.time.she.left.her.placement,.Linh.had.a.very.close.and.trusting.relationship.with.her.foster.carers ..
Her.LA.social.worker.captured.this.when.reflecting.that.Linh.saw.them.very.much.as.second.parents .
  She is still wanting to visit, contact them, rely on them even though she’s moving out. So it 
  speaks volumes when a young person is still willing to call you Mum, and pick up the phone and 







  I think she does, overall, have a very good relationship with Anne and John. She has shared 
  with me in the past that she sees Anne as a mum, and you can see that Anne has a real strong 
  attachment and bond to Rhiannon as well, and I think that’s why neither of them will give up. 
  They’re gonna be there. It’s like unconditional love in terms of being there for her, and not giving 
























































8.1 Summary of key findings
The.following.were.identified.as.the.key.mechanisms.driving.positive.outcomes.in.the.specialist.placements .
Table 11: Mechanisms.of.change
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8.2 Mechanisms of change and realist 
      evaluation 
This.chapter.identifies.the.key.mechanisms.of.change.by.which.positive.outcomes.were.achieved.in.

















































  It’s like, I feel like - this is going to sound so stupid - but like, loved, like…Two strangers were 
  being very nice to me, and I was still trying to be a little shit to them, but they were still trying to 
  be nice, and it was just weird (Mohammed).





. . The foster carers are really good with Shauna, they support her really well. I think they manage 
  the risk quite well because they’ve got to the point of accepting that she’s going to put herself 
  at risk and each time that we find something out we deal with it and then we move on. I think 
  Shauna needs that because a lot of foster carers might get a bit worn down by it, the fact that 
  Shauna isn’t changing, she’s still carrying on with the same behaviours. But Sally and James are 










  The child will come in – it might be two in the morning, it might be nine in the morning – but the 
  carers are there saying, ‘Are you alright? Do you need to get a shower? Do you need something 
  to eat? In a different placement, you might get carers freaking out about what time they come 
  back (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
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4 Helping young people to communicate..Language.barriers.presented.a.challenge.within.trafficking.
. placements,.and.young.people.appreciated.the.efforts.carers.made.to.both.understand.them.and.
. to.help.them.communicate ..This.involved.specialist.foster.carers.helping.young.people.to.learn.. .
. English,.using.tools.like.Google.Translate.for.day-to-day.conversation,.and.advocating.for.the.use.of.
. interpreters .
  People think ‘Can’t speak English’. You have to talk to them, how are they going to learn?  We 
  used Google translator first for a lot of things, we put that on for an hour every night…It was 
  finding a balance between her being able to talk to us in her own language and being able to 
  learn our language as well (Thien’s specialist foster carer).





. important.she.replied.‘Because, you know, I never like wears nice clothes like that…My foster mum 




  I remember, I really remember last year I had a stomach ache. I don’t know exactly. So she 
  (specialist foster carer) take me to hospital and she not sleep all night, look at me and she cry. 
  I can’t believe that – that’s a big thing I remember! And last week I banged my head really hard, 
  so my Dad take me to hospital and wait for three hour, four hour! But he doesn’t angry, he didn’t 
  angry. He go to work every five o’clock, but he didn’t angry! (Linh).








  So when she came I wouldn’t let her do anything. I stopped everything. And we did it. And I still 













  I was going to lose complete control if I gave in to anything and I just stuck to my rules and I 
  didn’t change. So I think she was just testing me there but she’s fine now, when she’s done 
  something wrong I ground her and she’s okay (Shauna’s specialist foster carer).
. Briony.reflected.that.a.lack.of.more.intensive.boundaries.in.her.previous.foster.placement.may.have.
. contributed.to.her.increased.missing.episodes.and.risk.of.CSE .
  I did, like I used to think ‘Why ‘ain’t there no rules?’ It’s just like you're gonna get walked over 
  when you ‘ain’t put no rules in place. Like there was, don't bring friends in the house and all 
  that, that’s basic rules. But it was just like there was no like bed times, like there was a coming 
  in time but she knew I wouldn't have been in by then. But, like, I think if I did have rules, I don't 








. meet.her ..In.contrast.Briony.had.no.phone.for.the.first.six.months.of.her.placement .
  She’s had no mobile since being with Helena which has worked incredibly well. It seems to be 
  when she has a mobile, that’s when she absconds and goes missing (LA social worker for Briony).















  Javad and Molly want to know my friends. They want the house number, they want their names. 
  And that was the main rule I just thought ‘That’s embarrassing!’ For the first month I didn’t like 
  it ‘cause when I’d say ‘I’m coming at one’ when really I’m coming at three, my friend’s phone 
  used to ring – ‘hello?’ (he laughs). So at first I used to hate it. Oh my God. But now it’s good, like. 
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  We’ve got to show trust towards this young man… If we don’t display some trust towards him 
  he’s not going to start to trust us and we’re not going to get probably the deeper story that’s 
  inside him. (Xuan’s LA social worker). 
  I feel that we can isolate young people very much from what’s going on and it’s not helpful 
  sometimes, because when she does come out of this foster placement and she goes back home 




  I’m not complacent but it’s not a high risk case. It’s fairly straightforward, but that’s the difficulty. 
  You don’t want to let your guard down. We often talk about that, that just because she’s quite 
  compliant day-to-day doesn’t mean she might not be at risk outside the foster home (Barnardo’s 























  I had to work very, very flexibly with her because she’s got different needs. I think had I just sat 
  her in a room with two chairs, I don't think she would have come back to be honest.  It was 
  trying to engage her in different settings, different ways (Barnardo’s counsellor).










  We’re going to be very much led by Rhiannon and have her take us places and take pictures of 
  places that have meaning to her. We didn’t think she might do it but she wants to do that kind of 
  work, and we want to connect with her creativity…I thought, the only way to embrace and 
  positively work with Rhiannon is to go into her environment (Barnardo’s project worker).
. This.was,.in.part,.triggered.by.Rhiannon.choosing.to.sit.in.a.particular.seat.at.a.particular.table.in.
. McDonald’s.where.she.and.her.siblings.used.to.have.contact.with.their.Mum .
  She said nobody knew that and I just thought that particular table at McDonalds has a lot of  
  value and meaning and memories to her. She talked a lot about the three of them sitting one 
  side and Mum sitting the other, so she would always sit at the back because it was facing the 
  door, so she could see when Mum was coming in (Barnardo’s project worker).





  Natasha’s not going to go anywhere (project worker). Quite often when Rhiannon doesn’t engage 
  with a service they close it and move onto the next person on the waiting list. But Natasha is 
  there every single week even if Rhiannon cancels, she rearranges for the following week. So 
  that in itself gives Rhiannon a really important message (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).






. supermarket,.she.was.able.to.choose.and.cook.food.for.herself.which.meant.she.could.then.‘eat lots’ ..















8.6 Communication mechanisms 
‘Sensitive.communication’.was.one.of.the.primary.ways.that.specialist.foster.carers.both.built.trust,.and.
capitalized.on.that.trust.to.increase.young.people’s.awareness.of.healthy.and.exploitative.relationships .




  Every day, when the opportunity arises, Helena talks about self preservation, how Briony can 
  protect herself. She doesn't pull it out of the sky; it’s very, very casual, very light-hearted and 
  very sensitive as well. She doesn't push it but she’s got a way about her, Helena has (Barnardo’s 





  He had a nice car and a nice flat and from her friend’s home she went off and spent the night 
  with him. He gave her drugs, alcohol and slept with her, and in the morning he was a totally 
  different person, he was really nasty, abusive and she said ‘I don't want this to happen to anybody 
  else’. So in little dribs and drabs, there’s lots of realisation on Briony’s part, and she must have 
  felt safe to be able to disclose that (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
. Mohammed.began.asking.his.foster.carer.for.bedtime.stories,.which.she.realized.was.his.way.of.
. creating.an.opportunity.to.then.tell.her.a.story.about.his.own.life.in.the.third.person ..She.felt.it.was.








19 Challenging oppressive assumptions..In.some.placements.specialist.foster.carers.and.project.
. workers.confidently.challenged.normative.assumptions.about.gender.and.ethnicity.that.contributed.
. to.exploitative.behaviour.in.young.people’s.own.situations.and.in.society.more.generally ..Linh’s.carer.
. explained.‘I spend a lot of time teaching Linh to be equal with boys’.and.Thien’s.counsellor.described.
. the.importance.of.reflecting.on.different.expectations.of.‘normal’.behaviour .
  She’s talked about how in her culture, you don’t answer back anybody who’s older than you or 
  anybody who's in a more senior position, so we had to talk about that, explore that, not to 
  respect everybody who’s older than you. If you feel that the other person’s putting you at risk or 
  giving you wrong information, then it’s okay to challenge them (Barnardo’s counsellor).




  Hayley had opened up quite a lot to Tina and said, ‘I’m sick of people saying to us I’m at risk or 
  I’m vulnerable. Tell us why? Why am I? You’re saying these people are not good for us but why 
  are they not?’ (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
  You have to be very blunt with her (Linh), and very open. She won’t take it all in. She was going 
  around wandering around in the dark for a while and we had to tell her ‘Just ‘cause you’re here, 
  doesn’t mean you’re safe, someone could still come and find you’ (Specialist foster carer for Linh).
. However.terms.such.as.‘sexual.exploitation’.were.not.suitable.for.all.young.people ..Shauna.described.
. her.sessions.with.the.project.worker.as.‘thinking about the right and the wrong paths, so that’s her 
 understanding of it and that’s very appropriate for Shauna, you can’t go in all guns blazing because 











  Be as normal as possible, no airs and graces. We’re not quiet, we have a laugh and a joke with 
  each other, and we share the household tasks to show them that. She’s got carte blanche to do 
  what she wants to in the house. Other carers tell us the kids have to ask if they want something 
  from the fridge. We don’t ask them to do that, we treat them as our family. Let them help 
  themselves (Specialist foster carer for Clarisse).
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  We got a late Christmas card from one of my friends and they’d written inside, ‘So glad that 
  you're with us and part of our lives’. For Briony to hear that, it’s real life, it’s not just someone 
  saying, ‘You're one of us now’ – people really mean it (Specialist foster carer).




  She flits between being a 14 year old with that kind of mentality and being what you would 
  expect from a teenager but then every now and then, she’s such a child, like not in a negative 
  way but she’ll come and sit on my lap. You've met her, she’s 5ft 10 but she fell asleep on my lap, 
  all snuggled in, she’s like a little kid with her toys, with her Toy Story stuff. I just feel like she 
  never really had the chance to be that little kid with an adult that will play along and be silly 
  (Briony’s specialist foster carer).
  One of the positives about it was they are a lovely family, very, very close-knit, lots of family 
  celebrations, lots of closeness and I thought that would be good for Danielle to experience that 




23 Facilitating safe friendships..Specialist.foster.carers.across.most.placements.actively.looked.for.
. ways.to.enable.young.people.to.spend.time.socializing.safely,.especially.where.some.of.their.
. relationships.were.seen.as.risky ..To.this.end.they.often.encouraged.young.people.who.had.strict.










. . She’s maintained a number of hobbies like the horse riding, being really positive, I think that’s 
  her escape. Some people have different things but that is her place, that she can just be herself 
  (Barnardo’s project worker for Shauna).
  He does a lot of Art and he’s the only pupil in the school who can use the printer. They’ve got a 
  university lecturer going in every Wednesday and he asked that Xuan would be his assistant, 
  and he’s taught Xuan how to use it because of how observant he is. He’s great at it, and that’s 
  something we’ve been able to affirm (Specialist foster carer).
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. . We didn’t give him time for the dust to settle under his feet. Two days he was here he was 
  enrolled in college (Specialist foster carer for Mohammed).
  There was a time when Molly thought Mohammed might do a runner and she kept him with her. 
  She took him down to the daughter’s flat who was moving out and kept him busy, like helping 
  her sort the flat out and going shopping and going for lunch, and gave him an alternative. 
  (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
  The female carer would take Jessica out to get her nails done, or to go to Zumba, anything she 
  wanted to do to try and engage her, they would do. They tried to find activities for Jessica at 
  times when she typically went missing from home in the hope that this would act as a deterrent 
  (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
  Helena has tried to make the placement as fun, as satisfying as possible. She hasn't got her own 
  children but she has family and friends so they did lots of outings. She got Briony involved in 
  keep fit classes and she really pushed for, we all pushed for the education to start soon 
  (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).






  Evaluator: What has helped you feel less trapped?
  Clarisse: I go out sometimes and I see my friends. I visit, and get out and move. Then I feel 
    more contented, more happy. Now I got to school, and I like that. It takes my mind 
    away, I can see others, and talk to others and just watch them talk.
. A.relationship.with.a.Barnardo’s.project.worker.could.also.trigger.this.mechanism.by.the.worker.
. confidentially.absorbing.some.of.the.young.person’s.frustrations.with.their.lack.of.freedom ..
  The counsellor can act as a buffer between the child and foster placement. There have been 
  ripples in that placement and I’ve talked to Thien about looking at things from the other person’s 
  perspective, sort of dealing and smoothing those ripples. I think it’s very important because 
  otherwise where else can she go to have that moan? I know that specialist placements are like 
  gold dust. I’ve done this in my work before, where it’s better to try and sort the issues out in 
  that placement rather than keep the child moving to different placements (Barnardo’s counsellor).
27 Building relationship through doing things together..As.well.as.occupying.time,.shared.activity.
. was.a.key.mechanism.of.building.a.positive.relationship.with.specialist.foster.carers ..Carers.would.
. involve.young.people.in.their.lives.and.activities,.ask.them.for.their.help.with.tasks,.and.find.excuses.
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. to.spend.time.with.them ..
. . Rhiannon is going on a holiday to Cyprus so Anne is breaking her shopping down, buying a bikini 
  one week and shoes the next so there’s a reason to have some 1-1 time every week (Barnardo’s 





28 Advocating and gate-keeping..Specialist.foster.carers.advocated.for.access.to.school.or.college.
. places,.changes.of.LA.social.workers,.interpreters,.and.made.sure.that.other.professionals.followed.
. through.on.actions.they.were.meant.to.be.taking.on.young.people’s.behalf ..
  No college would take me on ‘cause when they get your school report and they put them all 
  together they’re like ‘Aint taking him’. Javad and Molly went to college meetings, and said ‘Oh 
  yeah, he deserves a second chance’ and stuff like that (Mohammed).
  When I first took him (Xuan) down there I said, ‘We really ought to start looking at trying to get 
  him some sort of college placement because he’s Year 11.  We’re never going to get him into a 
  school’ but she did (specialist carer). Very good. She followed the advice and went to the 
  Children’s Legal Centre to get the best legal representatives she could for him and they directed 
  her to a proper legal rep, because if you mess up on that, on his immigration, the rest of it is just 









. explained.that.because.of.Rhiannon’s.vulnerabilities,.‘They’re always trying to throw people at us. 
 The missing from home people, the psychologists, everyone wants to help’ ..However.Anne.felt.that.























9.2 Specialist foster carer capacity to 
      provide appropriate care to high risk 









. person’s.behaviour ..Consequently.they.were.unable.to.create.clear.boundaries ..All.13.placements.
. suggested.that.any.carer.who.lacked.commitment.and.compassion.would.be.unable.to.provide.the.
. level.of.intensive.support.that.these.young.people.required ..






























9.3 Level of understanding of sexual 
      exploitation/trafficking within 
      children’s services, education, police 





































9.4 Length of placement/commissioned 








argued.that.secure.accommodation.‘…would have made her safer but she would never have got to a 
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over.a.year.when.Mohammed.told.him.that.it.was.only.in.recent.months.he.had.realised.he.had.been.
groomed.and.abused .
  He said to me, up until that point he still loved him (the perpetrator), so I think it’s taken that 
  length of time and not just from me, but all of the support that he gets from everybody, for him 













. . It’s like ‘Oh she’s not met with the project worker, oh’ and we’re like, ‘But that doesn’t matter, 
  because she will again in a few weeks’. The project worker has to be there all the time in the 
  background, not disappearing, texting Rhiannon even though she doesn’t get a response and 
  offering to meet her even though she doesn’t turn up. And that’s what it about, isn’t it? Chipping 
  away slowly. It doesn’t work like that – they want quicker results really (Barnardo’s fostering 
  social worker).
9.5 Location of placement relative to risky 







. . In that area where she lived, there were too many provocations from her friends, from the group 
  of friends she was with, the locality she knew too well. So the geographical aspect of it was a 
  problem, in terms of her risk factors (Barnardo’s fostering social worker for Danielle’s placement).
Being.placed.‘out.of.borough’.did.not.necessarily.mitigate.those.risks ..The.Barnardo’s.fostering.social.
worker.for.Jessica’s.placement.explained.that.such.attempts.to.disrupt.contact.with.perpetrators.did.
not.always.work:.‘In this case and many more the young person was so drawn to a particular area/
















9.6 Young person’s willingness and 






‘Yeah, I think I did want to change, I didn't like the life I was living’ ..The.Barnardo’s.fostering.social.worker.
for.Briony’s.placement.suggested.that.underlying.this.positive.engagement.was.Briony’s.desire.for.a.
close.1-1.relationship.with.a.foster.carer.like.Helena .
  Helena feels that Briony values that kindness and I think that’s what she missed out from her 
  mother. That’s what we’re gauging now, that she missed out on that attention and that TLC and 
  unconditional love. She missed out on that so she’s really, she’s thirsty for it and she’s really 
  taking it all in (Barnardo’s fostering social worker). 
In.contrast.Rhiannon.struggled.to.accept.and.adapt.to.a.family.environment .
  I know Anne and John very much include her and see her as part of the family and one of their 
  daughters but Rhiannon can’t and she won’t allow herself to accept that. I think it’s too raw for 
  her. It reminds her constantly of what she’s not got, I think (Barnardo’s project worker).
This.was.a.recurring.theme.within.contexts.that.were.supportive,.or.not,.of.the.specialist.placements ..
Both.Emily.and.Clarisse.struggled.to.some.extent.within.a.specialist.foster.care.environment ..Clarisse.
wanted.to.live.independently,.and.Emily.explained.that.living.with.one.female.carer.‘felt like they were 
trying to make us like, fit in, like it’s my family and it’s not’ ..In.contrast.Linh’s.carers.remarked.that.on.
arrival.Linh.had.explained.to.them,.‘I want a family, I haven’t had one, been on my own a long time, I 
need a Mum and Dad’ .
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9.7 Young person’s strength of attachment 
      to friends/family/communities that 







. . That’s what she knows; going to that area and getting involved with those people is what she’s 
  comfortable with, whether it’s right or wrong. That’s what her life has been and that’s where she 
  gravitates to (Barnardo’s fostering social worker for Shauna).
  What Danielle was clearly saying to me is that she felt like she didn't have a sense of belonging 
  anywhere. She felt she belonged in (home town), and she struggled with being out of borough 







remarked.that.‘She does feel a bit like a fish out of water probably in some ways. So to her, she might 
as well be placed in a different city’ ..Her.description.of.this.attachment.suggested.it.was.going.to.be.a.
deep.challenge.for.any.care.placement.to.compete.for.Rhiannon’s.attention ..
  That is where she’s from, it’s who she is. And as I say she’s lost both her parents. So the people 
  she goes back to in those areas are – they’re just her – they’re everything about her. And she’s 
  16 years old – you can’t just cut it off (Barnardo’s fostering social worker).
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10.3 Missing episodes








































Definition used at 
baseline interview 
with LA social worker





















































Missing episodes: outcomes data and discussion
Table 14:.Outcomes.associated.with.missing.incidences.indicator
Outcomes during specialist placement
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Table 18:.Outcomes.associated.with.youth.justice.indicator
Outcomes during specialist placement
Not engaged with 
the criminal justice 
system







with the criminal 
justice system
8 1













































































Number of post-14 placements
Table 19:.Total.number.of.placements.after.the.age.of.14.by.10th,.50th,.and.90th.
................percentile




N=9,550. Based on DfE analysis of the cohort of young people aged 19 on 31st March 2012 that had 
contact with the care system after the age of 14. Figures may not sum due to rounding.
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1 Residential care is more expensive than foster care, and placements in secure residential care 















3 Evidence suggests that children experiencing a higher number of placements over the course 










4 This is further backed up by evidence suggesting that those in more expensive care settings 








5 The average (mean) length of placement in a residential children’s home for those aged over 
 14 was similar to the length of a placement in within LA foster care with a foster carer..Table.
. 19,.based.on.analysis.provided.by.DfE,.shows.that.the.average.length.of.a.placement.was.177.days.
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Type of Care Percentage of post-14 
sample experiencing 
this type of care 




friend 6 .1 237 .3
Foster.care.within.LA.boundary.with.foster.carer 41 .2 176 .5
Foster.care.outside.of.LA.boundary.with.relative.
or.friend 2 .3 265 .3
Foster.care.outside.of.LA.boundary.with.foster.carer 23 .9 225 .9
Placed.for.adoption 0 .2 265 .8
Placed.with.parents 9 .4 241 .4
Other.placements.within.the.community 28 .7 167 .2
Placements.in.secure.units 5 .1 92 .5
Placements.in.children’s.homes 33 .5 176 .5
Placements.in.residential.schools 2 .1 409 .5
Other.residential.settings 18 .2 171 .8
Missing.for.24.hours.or.more.from.agreed.placement 7 .1 24 .1
Other.placements 1 .8 105 .2
N=9,550. Based on DfE analysis of the cohort of young people aged 19 on 31st March 2012 that had 





6 The likely next step for most placements in the absence of a specialist placement would have 

































1 7,270 21 7 9 6 1
2 4,410 27 15 15 9 1
3 2,460 38 22 21 13 2
4 1,520 44 26 22 15 2
5 1,030 52 32 29 17 2
6 720 49 31 33 18 4
7 550 58 38 38 19 3
8 440 63 43 46 27 3
9 280 62 38 55 27 7
10 230 67 49 58 26 11
Note: Only selected settings included. Placements beyond ten not shown in this table due to small 
numbers. Based on DfE analysis of the cohort of young people aged 19 on 31st March 2012 that had 
contact with the care system at any point during their life.
Table 21:.Proportion.of.children.experiencing.different.care.settings.by.total.
................number.of.lifetime.placements
























Process.six:.review £815 Process.six:.review £815
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Process costs taken from PSSRU (2012). Each care placement is broken down into eight processes, 
each of which are attributed a separate unit cost. These processes are then built up to demonstrate 
the cost associated with any particular type of care. 
Stability 
category
Indicator of placement stability 
in previous 12 months
Indicator of placement 


























Limitations to this approach
The.lack.of.clear.quantitative.information.on.care.pathways.creates.some.limitations.for.this.approach ..
1 Cost savings arising from greater stability may be overstated as young people in more costly 






Outcomes during specialist placement
Low stability High stability
Outcomes 
at baseline
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10.7 Cost of the Safe Accommodation 
       Project




















































Number of young people 
requiring a change in 
outcome for the specialist 
placements to breakeven
Number of young people 
requiring a change in 
outcome for the specialist 
placements to breakeven 
– alternative stability 
scenario
Missing.episodes.(‘very.frequent’.








10 .9 10 .9
Placement.stability.(‘unstable’.to.
‘stable’) 4 .5 12 .4
All.outcome.improvement.(all.
outcomes.improve.as.above) 2 .2 3 .1
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  a Early.in.the.project.three.placements.that.were.already.stable.converted.to.become.specialist.
. . . placements ..This.limits.the.scope.for.savings.through.the.placement.stability.indicator,.and.
. . . therefore.overall.cost-effectiveness ..
  b Four.cases.broke.down.completely,.increasing.the.costs.associated.with.the.project,.but.in.
. . . likelihood.leading.to.no.discernable.change.in.outcomes ..A.better.understanding.of.where.
. . . specialist.placements.are.likely.to.succeed.and.where.a.young.person.would.not.be.suitable.




Outcome Savings assuming constant 
risk profile
Savings assuming young 
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. Accommodation.Project.may.have.broken.even.in.terms.of.returns.delivered.to.The.State ..However,.
. this.finding.should.be.treated.with.caution.as:
  a it.is.impossible.to.say.this.for.certain.without.a.clear.counterfactual;.and
  b estimates.of.cost.savings,.especially.those.associated.with.placement.stability.are.subject.
. . . to.uncertainties ..Sensitivity.analysis.demonstrates.that.varying.the.assumptions.employed.
. . . for.calculating.cost.savings.associated.with.placement.stability.would.reduce.the.validity.of.

























11.1 Specialist placements are likely to be 
       most successful and cost effective 
       when young people are ready, willing 
       and able to engage in them, regardless 



















11.2 In light of ‘pull factors’ drawing them 
       away from safe environments, 
       specialist foster care must give 
       sexually exploited and/or trafficked 
       young people a reason to stay and 




















11.3 Positive, trusting relationships within 
       a specialist foster placement underpin 
       all wider attempts and strategies to 
       improve a sexually exploited and/or 
       trafficked young person’s safety and 
















11.4 Safety is multi-faceted. It takes time 
       to progress from short-term physical 
       safety to medium-term relational 
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11.5 A shared, informed, multi-agency 
       approach is crucial to the effective use 
       of safeguarding measures to protect 
       sexually exploited and/or trafficked 






















11.6 Where effective multi-agency 
       partnerships are not present, the 
       model of specialist carers and project 
       workers can act as a buffer against 
       poor practice and continue to create 










































































  I think these placements are valuable because there are only certain carers that have the ability 
  to deal with these kinds of behaviours, so the training is integral to their attitudes really (LA 
  social worker).
. . I thought it (the project) was excellent, because I’d never heard of it before. And I just thought 
  ‘Well this is what we need’ basically. It’s just a pity there wasn’t more of them, even more 
  Carrie’s (project worker). She knows more than me, because she’s trained (LA social worker).
. . Five years working in a safe house – she (the foster carer) knows the immigration system; she 
  knows how the Home Office operates, she knows how the police operate. She did all the right 
  things. She even put the marker on her own home. It wasn’t me that was doing all that. It saved 
  me a lot of leg work, basically. I didn’t have to do all the bits which I did in our internal placement 
  and I also didn’t have to reinforce the message about how we’re going to keep this young person 
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1 Front-line practice was improved through flexible, sensitive intervention with children at 
 high risk
. . •. Many.young.people.reported.negative.experiences.in.previous.care.placements,.compared.
. . . with.the.positive.and.warm.relationships.they.had.built.with.Barnardo’s.specialist.foster.carers.
. . •. Specialist.foster.carers.and.project.workers.employed.a.wide.variety.of.supportive.mechanisms.
. . . that.improved.the.safety.and.well-being.of.young.people.in.the.placements
. . •. Nearly.all.specialist.foster.carers.and.project.workers.worked.flexibly.and.sensitively.with.
. . . young.people.who.presented.with.complex.emotional.needs.and.with.some.challenging.
. . . behaviour ..This.generally.remained.the.case.even.in.placements.that.broke.down.more.
. . . quickly.than.anticipated
2 Capacity and expertise was built within the sector so that responses are better informed and 
 sustainably improved
. . •. Six.hundred.and.sixty-three.LA.foster.carers.and.associated.professionals.received.awareness.
. . . raising.training.on.CSE.and.trafficking.through.the.Safe.Accommodation.Project
   o. Participants.reported.substantial.improvements.in.their.confidence.to.support.young.
. . . . people,.and.confidence.in.their.knowledge.and.understanding.of.the.issues
   o. Those.responding.to.the.online.survey.six.months.later.reported.that.the.training.had.
. . . . improved.their.awareness.of.the.signs.that.a.young.person.is.at.risk
   o. Nearly.half.of.the.foster.carers.surveyed.reported.that.attending.the.training.made.them.
. . . . more.likely.to.consider.caring.for.a.sexually.exploited.or.trafficked.young.person.in.the.
. . . . future
. . •. Within.some.specialist.placements,.Barnardo’s.advocated.for.improvements.to.multi-agency.
. . . work.and.professional.responses.to.young.people,.by.equipping.LA.social.workers.and.other.
. . . professionals.to.better.recognise.risks.associated.with.sexual.exploitation.and.trafficking
. . •. The.evaluation.is.expected.to.contribute.to.increased.expertise.in.the.sector.as.findings.are.
. . . disseminated.and.used.to.improve.awareness.of.how.safe.accommodation.is.achieved
3 Most young people were kept safe from harm
. . •. In.the.majority.of.specialist.placements.LA.social.workers.believed.that.young.people.were.
. . . safer.as.a.result.of.being.placed.with.Barnardo’s
. . •. Most.young.people.reported.feeling.safe.in.their.placements,.and.interpreted.safety.in.the.
. . . context.of.the.positive.relationships.they.had.with.specialist.foster.carers
. . •. In.12.placements.patterns.of.going.missing.either.reduced.or.remained.stable,.and.in.one.
. . . placement.missing.episodes.increased
. . •. The.best.outcomes.were.achieved.in.placements.that.lasted.beyond.six.months,.where.
. . . short-term.safety.matured.into.young.people.developing.a.deeper.awareness.of.risk.and.














































. vulnerability.to.exploitation,.including.inequality.and.discrimination ..See.section.1 .1.on.the.need.for.
. training.to.explore.gender.inequality .
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Once you get a kid through that door, you know their past on a piece of paper, but you don't know 
about their rules, like their view. So, like, you've got to talk to them, you've got to sit down and 
think ‘Mate, I’m gonna put time into this’ and after a couple of months, like they’re open to you, 
they’d think ‘All right, she’s gonna stick around’. Because how many times I thought, ‘Mate, you 
ain’t gonna stick around, see you later, I ain’t gonna talk to you’. It’s like ,‘Oh she was this, she 
was that’. Why was she this? Why was she that? It’s just like, you sit there and think, ‘Hold on, 
hold on, you’re calling me these names, you ain’t made no effort’. If you ask a lot of foster kids, 
that's what they say.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































News & media Campaign. media. launch. (coverage. included.The. Guardian,.
Society.Guardian.and.Fostering.Network’s.regular.publication.
for.foster.carers)
Online recruitment advertising Guardian.Jobs
Jobs.Go.Public.
Fish.for.Jobs.(North.East.England)

















Existing Barnardo’s carers 
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Appendix 4: Roles.of.those.attending.the.two.day.awareness.raising.training.
. . . . course.on.child.sexual.exploitation.and.trafficking
Role, where given, on training evaluation forms 
Where foster carers also stated a professional role they are counted twice
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